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(The original version of this submission is in Braille, 
and its English transcript is appended below) 

O Brave New Hong Kong 
 
  To be told to the world through the commission of committee on "Employment 
(Amendment) Bill 2017" 
 
DISCLAIER - This gonna piss me off but I am serious on this. There are too many 
things to say in just this piece of paper with braille about social justice; you are going 
to learn a lesson that you should never be blinded with laws. And make sure you stop 
believing phrases like "The customers is the king” which shouldn't have happened 
here. 
 
My sister has been serving a boutique store in Pacific Place as a shop salesperson for 
a number of years. 
At the same time, a plenty of celebs and tycoons are loyal to the store. 
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So that she's become a senior shopkeeper since her service for years with efforts and 
dedication. Her manager appreciate her service as well. 
Her many-years-lasting boyfriend was supposedly a bride-to-be as a compliment of 
her steady well-pay. 
 
You know, not only does my sister seldom got named by customers but also keeps in a 
good connect with those great clients. 
 
Charlie Hilton has been shopping in my sister's store recently; he bought a plenty of 
things when my sister was on a day-off 
 
A couple weeks later then, he happened to the store again. 
And this time my sister was at his service when the ferant for last visit was on a leave. 
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At the beginning she introduced something new sincerely with some exclusive offers 
to him. 
But he looked like he didn't care and thus had a look at another group of customers 
those were PRC'S who talked too loud at a group of 3 and 4. So Mr. Hilton asked if 
she would mind vacate the store for him for a moment so that he could pick the 
garments he wants without hassle. 
 
Now my sister is telling my why she turned down such request at the company's 
procedure... you know they're afraid of a ruined business unless a bunch of scoops 
messed up before the window for a celeb's visit. 
But later she phoned her boss for instructions as she saw Charlie's face in disgrace 
Of course her boss turned this down and said nothing more than further. 
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discount is what she can do... and this is which Charlie Hilton got pissed off and start 
shredding my sister in pieces. 
He laid a lot of words to be censored by FCC, and showed how damn macho he is, 
like, "how much I spent today is how much you get paid for more than 5 years......" 
Therefore my sister can do nothing but keep apologising as she didn't want to 
aggravate anything... 
 
Now she reported this case to the owner as Mr. Hilton left there; the store owner had 
no further comment on that; however...... 
 
A couple days later the owner told her that somebody phoned him for a complaint that 
she did not behave well and was not considerate on him (It is the rules and procedures 
that one will never be told for whichever the exact incident was) 
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All my sister could think of is the unhappy day with Mr. Hilton...... when she got 
blamed by the owner. 
 
Shen Charlie Hilton appeared on the store again a couple day later...... with a 
gentlemen in tight suits (when nobody was there) 
This time my sister ordered another fresh salesperson for his service to prevent her 
from that messed-up last time...... 
 
...... when Hilton's gentleman INSISTED my sister to be right with him. 
Now this was when Mr. Hilton started fooling around--he kept complaining that the 
piece for fitting was not clean at all so he needed a whole new one for fitting out 
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Fine. My sister could not but approve this in order to deal with him - despite the 
procedures won't let this be. 
What's the next? He didn't even wish any piece of wardrobe after he tried a couple of 
them seriously thoroughly, so my sister finally disclose that this is not allowed (As 
you must notice he's rather fooling this around) and an extra offering is all she could 
do - and this was when...... 
 
...... the damn gentleman began minning her on with words like "did you mean we 
ain't beef the junk up our goddamn purse to buy that!) 
My sister denied times and times but this did not stop her from getting rapped for 
more than 10 minutes... 
Her colleague joined the quarrel and the man just keeps scolding...... 
ended up with another report to the boss 
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What she did get for this was two pieces of written warnings, and a huge slip a couple 
days ago - which is in pink--saying she is going to be sacked by the end of year. 
 
So what happened next? 
 
So we made it a labour lawsuit on that 
But let me remind you something before you proceed  
Employer's FINAL consent is a must if you want your justice fulfilled 
And it means that the power of judge is now surrendered to the shameful boss who 
makes it "Legally" 
 
Straight before the end of trial my sister get phoned by retail 
Trade Union who was going to help her with the case 
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Later she found out that have (ex-) colleagues were those who reached the union for 
my sister's case How touching that all in her circle had chosen to stand their ground 
for her - and indeed all of us -  
 
Fortunately the justice is done - my sister is now back when 
when the poor Charlie Hilton got disappeared on screens and billboards due to a 
heavy boycotts (I won't even tell you that she get her pay doubled!) 
 
We are happy with those who uphold justice for my sister, but what about others 
whose justice was not stood...... if his boss was a bastard? 
 
Law, in no sense, should be an index for morality. I have to be exclused from telling 
what that pic seen on the internet said; it's just an invisible weapon for 
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legitimate powers. 
None of any piece of law is "natural", nor it is graved on a stone. Get it amended if a 
law set, or will set ordinary people on fire, even if you think your parliament is far 
worse than Central Soviet. 
A change to law not only replaces antique rules which is out-of-time, but also replaces 
our state-of-mind that will shall no accept. 
 
- Last but not least...... 
 
As a compliment to those who keep reading till the last word, I hereby call for a total 
retreat on any plan of Chinese "Exclave" and related border controls in the 
eco-unfriendly Terminus of West Kowloon. And do not accept the "national Anthem 
Act" bill that practices. 
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censorship rather than patriotism - which reads "Chauvinism" indeed! 
 
So give Hong Kong a chance - by writing to any of 16 real patriots who are sent 
behind bars for saving our land and standing our ground, preserving us a nation. 
 
Happy 500-this anniversary on Reformist! 
 
O Brave New Hong Kong 
- Inspired by William 
Shakespeare’s masterpiece with identical title 
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